
MiH Story Collection Template 

Step 1: Complete the template below (type directly into the boxes). 

Step 2: Mark on the Excel grid the areas/indicators the story relates to — or add your own. 

Step 3: Email to angie.greany@sussexcommunity.org.uk 

1. Describe the activity / conversation / event / project.  
What happened? Who was involved? How does this fit into the wider context of the project / MiH? 

 

2. What did you notice about the people who took part or were present?  

Who did you try to bring in or expect to take part? Were they effectively engaged? Who was or wasn’t 

present? Did anything surprise you about that? 

 

3. What were your reflections on the key outcomes from this activity / conversation / event / 
project?  

You might reflect on what you thought might happen at the beginning, and whether that is still true or has 
changed. You might want to think about outcomes in different parts of the system: 

● For individuals: 
● Person to person: 
● Between people and services: 
● Between services and services: 

 

4. Why is this story significant to you? 
What made you choose to capture this story? Why does it feel remarkable? 

 

5. What did you personally learn through this experience? 
What will you take away from this into future work? It could be something about your practice or approach 
that you’re proud of, or something that you’d do differently next time. Or, it might be a new idea or insight 
that this work has sparked for you about ABCD and MiH.  

 

6. What lessons are there for the wider system? [OR What does this story tell us about the 
wider system?] 

You might think about how this story relates to the four shifts we’re focussed on in evaluating MiH: 
- From central to local 
- From isolation to collaboration 
- From assuming & prescribing to learning & responding 
- From deficits to strengths 

 

7. Who would you like to share this story with? Why? 
Are there people (participants, frontline workers, decision makers etc.) who might be moved (emotionally or 
moved to action) by this story? 
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